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The idea for an air conditioned theater in Beaumont probably came as the result of the First Presbyterian Church 
that was built in 1908 with an air conditioning system that is still in operation today.  
 
The Jefferson Theatre has been a downtown Beaumont landmark since it   was constructed in 1927 by the Jefferson 
Amusement Company. The Beaumont Journal of November 12, 1927, described it in   this glowing manner: 

 
"Surpassing the most exquisite structure yet attempted in Beaumont, equal in beauty to the 
elaborate show places of ancient Greece, replete with architectural and engineering ingenuity, 
the million dollar Jefferson Theatre is ready to swing open its doors to patrons of Southeast 
Texas. Designed of old Spanish architecture, romantic memories or a majestic aristocracy flit 
with the rays of a thousand colored lights, from bowered grill to balcony, fading in shadowy 
recesses of stippled walls. Hand painted ornamentations bedeck the quarters of every floor. 
Staircases of inlaid marble lead with stately grandeur to the mezzanines. Costly carpets line 
polished floors. Magnificent chandeliers illuminate the corridors. Towering pillars support the 
balconies. Brocaded velvets adorn woodwork. Sculptured statues beautify the auditorium. 
Marble fountains lend charm to promenades.”" 

 
In addition to the dazzling appointments, a Robert Morton Wonder organ, constructed and voiced particularly 
for the acoustical conditions of the Jefferson, was installed on a "disappearing platform" near the orchestra pit. 
The 778 pipe organ (which has been kept in an excellent state of repair) is capable of reproducing all orchestral 
tones plus myriads of sound effects with uncanny accuracy. 

 
The firm of Emile Weil, Inc. of New Orleans designed and supervised the construction of the building which is 
supported by wood pilings sunk in an excavated plot. A poured concrete foundation, steel frame and brick walls 
complete the skeleton. No expense was spared in completing the structure. Italian marble was imported for 
use as portions of the grand stairway leading from the foyer to the mezzanine. Green Verde marble was 
brought from New York State for the floor of the foyer. All plaster materials were molded and cast in Houston, 
Texas and all were hand painted. The proscenium arch was cast in sections in New Orleans and brought to 
Beaumont   for assembly.  Spanish tile (an exact duplicate of tile once made in Mexico) and recognized as a 
lost art) was made in Mobile, Alabama, and was especially designed for the Jefferson. Mahogany timbers from 
South America and tupelo gum form Maryland were used exclusively in the theatre. 

 
Above the 2,000 seats of the theatre hangs the huge crystal chandelier weighing more than 16,000 pounds, 
measuring more than eighteen feet in diameter, and costing more than $30,000. The chandelier is a replica 
of one of a set of fourteen chandeliers which illuminated the Chamber of Mirrors at Versailles. There is still 
much to be done to preserve the theatre and also bring it up to top theatrical standards. It is the hope and 
plan of the Jefferson Theatre Preservation Society to do just that. 

 
The Jefferson Theater in Beaumont, utilized one of the first three centrifugal chillers, the first one   was sold in 
1922, and the second was sold in 1924. The third centrifugal 150 ton Carrene One (methyl chloride) water 
chilling unit, Serial #3607manufactured in  Leipzig, Germany in 1926 driven by a 3,750 RPM, 125 horsepower 
motor with reduced voltage increment motor starter. The motor starter was an open air resistor type reduced 
voltage starter with several incremental steps, in order to start the 125 horsepower chiller electric motor.  
 
The chiller seized up due to a bearing problem in the 1960's; repairs were attempted, but not completed and the 
existing motor starter and disconnect switch were damaged by excessive amp draw. The centrifugal chiller was 
left in place due to size and budgetary constraints. 
 
The air handling unit is a built-up centrifugal fan (approximately 72" to 84" diameter) low RPM driven by a 25 
horsepower motor with a 12" wide belt drive. The air handling unit has a chilled water spray coil to dehumidify 
and clean the air. The air handling unit with a chilled water spray coil and motor are still operating very quietly 
and well, however, the motor was rebuilt recently because of flood damage. Air distribution is via building 



return air tunnels below the seating area and supply air plenums from above; fire doors were used to separate 
the below stage area from the assembly area; the air handling unit with the building mass keep the theater 
quite comfortable even when the new water cooled chiller is off. 

 
The building heating was done via a natural gas fired atmospheric low pressure International steam boiler (15 
psi Steam), an electric driven steam vacuum pump and steam radiators. The boiler pressure relief valve is a 
mechanical (adjustable weight on a lever arm) one. The basement areas were sprinklered with an electric driven 
fire pump. 
  
Recently the Jefferson Theater Donated the chiller back to Carrier Corporation, who shipped it to the factory 
in Charlotte, North Carolina, buffed it up a bit for re-assembly and now has it on display.                        
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